
 

 

Heineken: Worlds Apart! 
Introduction: Heineken, renowned for its innovative marketing campaigns, once again captivated audiences with their 
thought-provoking advert titled "Worlds Apart." This blogpost delves into the effectiveness of this 
advertisement, exploring the concept of the human library, the contact theory applied, and the impact of the 
campaign on social media. 
Before we dissect the advert, it's essential to understand the context behind it. Heineken, a global beer 
brand, aimed to create an ad that went beyond traditional product promotion. They wanted to initiate 
conversations and challenge societal divisions by bringing people with opposing views together. 
 
The Advert: "Heineken: Worlds Apart" is a six-minute-long advertisement that features individuals with contrasting 
beliefs and backgrounds. The advert showcases three pairs of strangers who are unaware of their 
differences. These pairs are tasked with working together on various activities before discovering their 
conflicting perspectives. 
 
Crack Open the Advert: In this section, we delve into the advert's key moments and the emotions it evokes. Each pair engages in 
activities that require collaboration, such as building a bar and assembling stools. Through these shared 
experiences, they unknowingly bond on a human level. 
 
Cheers to the Advert: The advert reaches its climax when the participants watch video interviews where their opposing views are 
revealed. They are then given a choice to either leave or discuss their differences over a Heineken beer. 
Surprisingly, all three pairs decide to engage in thoughtful conversations, bridging the gap between them. 
 
Brickbats: While "Worlds Apart" received widespread acclaim, it also faced some criticism. Some viewers argued that 
the advert oversimplified complex issues and failed to address the structural factors influencing societal 
divisions. Others questioned the authenticity of the interactions, suggesting that they may have been 
scripted or manipulated. 
 
Exhibits: This section highlights the impact of the advert on social media and its reach beyond traditional advertising 
channels. The campaign sparked numerous conversations online, with millions of views and shares across 
various platforms. Heineken successfully utilized the power of social media to amplify the message and 
engage a global audience. 
 
Conclusion: "Heineken: Worlds Apart" exemplifies the potential of advertising to go beyond selling products and 
become a catalyst for change. By employing the contact theory, Heineken promotes dialogue and empathy, 
challenging societal divisions. While the advert faced valid criticism, its impact on social media 
demonstrates the power of thought-provoking campaigns in capturing public attention and fostering 
meaningful conversations.  


